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In our technologies, frequencies and information patterns are 
modulated on special carrier materials. These make available 
suitable information for the organism. The regulatory capabi-
lity of the organisms is promoted and the negative biological 
effects are countered. The pathogenic (disease-causing) in-
formation is fully harmonized on a subtle oscillation level. 

If the carrier of the information, that is, the SYMBIO- 
HARMONIZER in question is attached to a power circuit 
or a water pipe, then a bioenergetic field is created. This 
field passes on the ingrained information, the frequen-
cies and oscillations to the power circuit and water system 
and changes the existing field of activity. This means the 
SYMBIO-HARMONIZER is a “more attractive” resonance 
body than the human body. The incoming frequencies 
resonate together with the frequencies installed in the  
SYMBIO-HARMONIZER.

This means the body no longer reacts to the digital, foreign 
frequencies. In such a way the body is less burdened and we 
feel more refreshed and more resilient.

THE WAY THE

SYMBIO-HARMONIZER WORKS

Please note that the technology presented here is not yet in 
agreement with the predominantly accepted academic me-
dical opinion or schools of thought. Energy Medicine and the 
principles, methods and devices used in it are classified as 
Alternative Medicine. They are not recognised by academi-
cally based Medicine as their effect is not considered to have 
been proven. 

Treatment with Energy Medicine is in no way a replacement for 
a diagnosis and treatment by a licensed physician.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
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COMFORT
At home in many houses

The standard device for rooms, homes and 
businesses. Standard unit up to 500 sq. 
m. Improves the air indoors, reducing the 
amount of fine dust (larger units and spe-

cial requirements on request).

Effect: The SYMBIO-HARMONIZER COMFORT 
harmonises the debilitating effects of low and 
high-frequency fields. External interference from 
WLAN, areas of geopathic stress, stress from plas-
tics and distortions of the earth‘s magnetic field 
caused by steel-reinforced concrete can also all be 
harmonised. The air indoors is noticeably improved 
and you will feel fresher and better.

There is no change in the strength of the field, only to 
the negative information contained.

Where to use: Electric socket - Choose a wall socket 
you normally don´t use , no multi-point ex-tension 
or adaptors. Your SYMBIO-HARMONIZER COMFORT 
should not be removed again unless you are mo-
ving home.

Where to use: Fuse boxes - Simply attach after the 
input fuse. Do not remove – except when moving 
house.

COMFORT

SYMBIO-HARMONIZER COMFORT

Extract:   

„Positive and thus beneficial effects on the vitality and re-
generation of connective tissue cells of the skin, whereby 
wound healing processes were considerably accelerated.“  
- dartschSCIENTIFIC GmbH 

    Prof. Dr. Peter C. Dartsch

„A very significant reduction, particularly of the air particle frac-
tions 0,3 µm, 0,5 µm and 1 µm. The reductions vary between 
73% and 82%.“ - RECON – Research and Consulting

    Dr. Rainer Schneider

Feel secure. 
Feel better.

AFTER FIVE DAYS IN SLEEPING CONDITIONS CAUSES...
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WATER
Fresh and easy

You can look forward to living, harmoni-
sed water. It stimulates your organism and 
gently detoxifies. Your water at home will 
be softer, fresher and gentler.

Where to use: Simply mount on the main water inlet 
pipe. If this is not possible, then position it behind 
the water meter inside your property or directly un-
der the wash basin on the hot and cold water inlet. 

Change of residence: In the case of a change of resi-
dence it can be taken easily and be reused.

WATER

SYMBIO-HARMONIZER WATER

Except:

...“Water harmonized by the SYMBIO- 
HARMONIZER Water has a ph-value of 7.47 
(value without Harmonizer: 7.10). In addition, 
the reductionn potential (rh2) is decreased by 
1.5. Both verify the detoxification effect of the 
harmonised water“...

Institute for naturopathy, Bernd Bruns  
(Wiesbaden, 2016) 

Feel secure. 
Feel better.
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MOBILE
Risk-free telephone calls

Now you can use modern technology wit-
hout any risks; the Harmonizer Mobile will 
help you to do this. Negative subtle vibrat-
ions are transformed into harmonising 

information that the body can tolerate.

We do not change the strength of the field; we change 
the subtle energy.

Where to use: Suitable for all cell phones, telepho-
nes, Wlan Routers and Bluetooth devices. 

Installation: Simply stick the SYMBIO-HARMONIZER 
MOBILE onto the device to be harmonised. The  
MOBILE then creates a protective field around it. 
The special foil consists of several layers containing 
special glass spheres, resins and synthetic material 
laminates. These particular materials have been 
processed and permanently characterised by the  
SYMBIO-HARMONIZER-specific frequencies.

MOBILE

SYMBIO-HARMONIZER MOBILE

MOBILE

HAEMOGRAM WITHOUT 
SYMBIO-HARMONIZER MOBILE
 
A three minute telephone call 
without MOBILE. The blood is 
agglutinated.

HAEMOGRAM WITH
SYMBIO-HARMONIZER MOBILE
 
A three minute telephone call 
with MOBILE. The blood is 
flowing freely without agglu-
tination.

(c) HP Christian Schöpfer

HAEMOGRAM

WITHOUT AND WITH  
SYMBIO-HARMONIZER MOBILE
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CAR
Well-being as standard - Standard size for 
all cars, lorries, motor homes, electric cars 
and hybrids. In a vehicle you are constant-
ly surrounded by the vibrations caused by 
technology. These are produced by the 

countless devices that are built into modern vehicles, 
such as Sat Navs, radio, Bluetooth and micro-pro-
cessors. Furthermore, there are several kilometres of 
cable in today‘s cars.

Wirkung: Reach your destination without being ef-
fected by the debilitating information produced by 
electromagnetic fields in your vehicle. The amount 
of fine dust particles in your vehicle‘s interior will be 
reduced. You will feel fresher and less tired on long 
car journeys.

There is no change to the strength of the field in the 
car‘s interior, but the technical frequencies are harmo-
nised.

Where to use: The SYMBIO-HARMONIZER CAR is 
attached to the vehicle‘s battery or the steering 
column.

Vehicle change If you change your vehicle, you can 
carry it easily and use it again.

CAR

SYMBIO-HARMONIZER CAR

If one considers electrosmog physically, then it is an unhealthy cocktail from the al-
most static magnetic field of the Earth and the ever more numerous radio and power 
fields. A suitable repre-sentation of this we can find in nature when differing layers of 
air hit each other: They overlay one another and there occurs something complete-
ly new. The consequences are possibly violent storms with huge destructive powers. 
These natural phenomena can also be transferred onto energetic fields and/or onto 
electrosmog.

If the Earth‘s magnetic field, the electrical and magnetic domestic power field as well 
as the rapid radio waves (mobile communications, WLAN, etc.) overlay each other, 
then the magnetic flux lines are changed and interferences are formed as well as new 
energy potentials. Our cell system reacts to these physical impulses. 

It is therefore important to receive the information via the direct energetic surroun-
dings: at the sleeping place, in the living and working areas as well as in the car. 
It is only then possible to discover stress features or illness symptoms, and to avoid 
them.

Feel secure. 
Feel better.

CARELECTROSMOG VISIBLE

HOW DAMAGING IS ELECTROSMOG?

WITHOUT  SYMBIO-HARMONIZER CAR WITH SYMBIO-HARMONIZER CAR
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CARD
Pleasure with no regrets

A healthy diet is important for all of us. It 
gives the body energy and helps ensure 
our metabolism is optimised. Today an in-
creasing number of people are intolerant of 

certain foods. Pollution and chemicals are increasingly 
the cause of these allergies. Our prosperity produces a 
great deal of refuse that then disappears from view. But 
it is then returned via groundwater, rain, rubbish infill 
and plants and reappears in the air we breathe and the 
foods we eat.

How to use: With the SYMBIO-HARMONIZER CARD, 
you can harmonise your food and beverages in less 
than 90 seconds. 

This won‘t change your food; it changes the information 
field around your food.

Take the taste test. Be surprised. It‘s quite simple. Put a 
glass of coke, coffee or lemon concentrate on the card 
for 90 seconds. After 90 seconds, take a sip of the har-
monised beverage and then immediately taste the 
beverage that was not on the card. 

Attention: The SYMBIO-HARMONIZER CARD, works 
not through aluminium. That means whatever you 
like to harmonize should not be packed in aluminium.

CARD

SYMBIO-HARMONIZER CARD

TO GOTO GO

SYMBIO-HARMONIZER TO GO

A biophysical protective shield

The SYMBIO-HARMONIZER TO GO is the 
optimum biophysical protection shield 
resisting the burdens of life in today‘s 
world, such as for instance nanopartic-
les, squalene, chemtrails, nagalase in vaccination 
serums, glyphosate and other chemical agents 
and frequencies with which we are confronted. In 
addition, it biophysically protects us from HAARP 
(High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program), 
extinguishes foreign digital noise signals and acts 
against tiredness.

Caution: The SYMBIO-HARMONIZER TO GO is har-
monious in combination with Pend or Reso.

Application: Simply place it in your trouser pocket, 
breast pocket or handbag in order to wear it on 
your body. It functions on a permanent basis within 
a radius of two metres.

Size: Size 5 cm x 4 cm
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RESO/PEND
Stay balanced

The Reso strengthens the bioenergetic ba-
lance of the body‘s cells. It rebalances the 
subtle polarity of the body and has an ad-
ditional balancing effect on the chakras 

and the meridian system. It helps with allergies and 
intolerances, but is not intended in any way to replace 
a visit to a doctor specialized in this field.

Power to take with you

The SYMBIO-HARMONIZER PEND of-
fers you increased energy and greater 
balance outside the area covered by your 
SYMBIO-HARMONIZER. You can adjust 
better to your environment and its effect 
on you. The polarity of your body is balan-
ced and this has a positive effect on your 

energy balance.

Please Note: Do not use the SYMBIO-HARMONIZER 
RESO and the PEND together as this may cause in-
terference. The RESO is not a replacement for the 
SYMBIO-HARMONIZER COMFORT.

Where to use: Wear the RESO/PEND as a pendant. 
Ideal to carry with you.

Size: 2,5 cm of diameter

RESO/PEND

SYMBIO-HARMONIZER RESO/PEND


